
Examples C&E Pathway Types of Tree 
 

An individual research/writing project focused on new terms. Pass. 
 

 Plan  Do  Reflect 

Success                                             

Identify the key topics you'll need to research and 
the key terms you'll need to use in your write-up. 

I will need to identify the different trees on the 
school site and put them into a PowerPoint with 
information about the trees for example: Leaves, 
overview, flowers, fruits and what the tree is used 
for. 

 

Accuracy                                           

How did you check your sources were accurate? eg 
Looking for bias on website. 

I checked if my research was accurate by using the 
books that Mr Mitchell gave us to use. 

 

Success                                                   

Did your teacher's feedback on this project say you had 
achieved your goals & did you agree with their verdict? 

My feedback on my project was very positive and 
definitely agreed with what they said. 

 

Sources                                            

Explain where you plan to get information and 
why, eg websites, books, magazines, interviews. 

I got the information from a website called 
woodland trust I needed to research the trees so I 
new more than I already new about them and I 
chose this website because it’s a very trusted 
website and reliable. 

 

Detail                                                

Give an example where your research helped you 
understand a topic better so that you could explain 
it more clearly in your write-up. 

On my research when I was looking for what the 
trees were used for it made me have a better idea 
of how strong the different trees are. 

 

Attitude                                                 

How motivated were you on this project and why did 
you find it easy, or hard, to finish the project? 

I was very motivated to do well in this project, I found 
some parts of the tree identification hard especially 
trying to learn some of the Latin names for the trees. the 
easiest part was finding the correct trees to correspond 
to the information. 

 

Method                                            

Explain how you decided to produce your final 
write-up and why? eg Report, slides, infographic. 

I decided to produce my final write up on 
PowerPoint because it was a good way to present 
my tree identification information this is because I 
could put each tree on a different slide. 

 

Language                                        

Pick out 2 or 3 technical terms you used that shows 
your grasp of a topic. 

We learn the common and Latin names for the trees 
for example ash (Fraxinus excelsior) we also learn 
the families of the trees for example a ash tree is 
part of the Oleaceae family. 

 

Improvements                                      

What have you learned about either research skills or 
writing skills that you can use next time? 

I have learnt that there are lots of trees and information 
about them and I need to read the information before I 
include it in my PowerPoints. 

 

           


